Clinico-radiologic correlation in unilateral and bilateral hemifacial spasm.
Bilateral hemifacial spasm (HFS) is rare. Clinico-radiologic correlates utilizing advanced imaging techniques have not been systematically examined in bilateral HFS. The prevalence of bilateral HFS in an Asian population has not been clarified. We examined the prevalence and clinico-radiologic correlates of bilateral HFS in a clinic-based cohort and compared the clinical characteristics of unilateral HFS patients with and without contralateral neurovascular contact (NVC) in HFS. Patients clinically diagnosed with HFS were examined for bilateral symptoms. Imaging analysis involved the utilization of reformatted, multi-planar three-dimensional time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (3D-TOF MRA), and constructive interference at steady state (CISS-MR) sequences. The clinical and imaging data was compared between HFS with and without NVC. Amongst 162 consecutive HFS patients, 2 (1.6%) had bilateral symptoms. Both patients had unilateral onset followed by bilateral and asynchronous facial contractions. The contralateral side of the face began to twitch at a mean of 1.5 years later. MRI/A revealed significant NVC of the root exit zone (REZ) of the facial nerve on the ipsilateral side with mild NVC contralaterally. The degree of NVC correlated with the clinical severity of the patients' symptoms. MRI/A analysis of 40 HFS patients with unilateral symptoms demonstrated NVC on the contralateral side in six patients (15%). The mean age and duration of symptoms were not different between HFS patients with and without contralateral NVC. We demonstrated clinico-radiologic correlation between the clinical severity and the degree of NVC at the REZ of the facial nerve in bilateral HFS. Amongst unilateral HFS, there was no significant difference clinically between those with and without contralateral NVC. The low 1.6% prevalence of bilateral HFS in our Asian cohort was compatible with the rare prevalence in other ethnic populations.